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WHY BOOK YOUR
TRIP TO ARGENTINA
AND CHILE WITH
YELLOW DOG?
People often ask...
“What is it that sets Yellow Dog apart
from other booking agencies?”
Our answer is simple:
“It’s the Yellow Dog team.”

clients think, “I’m sure I can save money if I do this on my own.” Not
only is that a false assumption, but more often than not, booking
a trip on your own ends up costing you more, especially when you
factor in the extra time, headaches and the very real possibility of
booking sub-standard guides, the wrong lodge, or incorrect dates.

Why should this matter to you as a traveling angler? The fact
is that when you book a trip and work with Yellow Dog, you’ll be
working with the most legitimate, knowledgeable and helpful
professionals in the business; a team that knows precisely how to
turn a “good” fishing trip into a truly great one.
Over the years, we’ve assembled the finest and most accomplished
team in the world of fishing travel — a full-time staff of seasoned
and knowledgeable industry veterans that includes former guides,
lodge managers, fly shop owners and experienced world travelers.
While our team certainly knows fishing and travel, most importantly
we know how to deliver exceptional customer service. The
relationships and interactions we have with our customers are always
our number one priority, and when you book with Yellow Dog, we’ll be
working for you on all levels — at all times — to take your next fishing
adventure to the next level. Fly fishing travel is what we do, and in fact,
it’s ALL that we do. We are the only booking agency focused solely on
fly fishing travel without offering exclusives or trying to upsell you on
fly fishing gear. And because we don’t own the lodges that we sell and
represent, our only concern is matching you up with the destination
and operation that’s right for you.
Best of all, you never pay a penny more to use our services than
if you were to book directly with a lodge or outfitter. Sometimes

When it comes to fishing and traveling in Argentina and Chile,
Yellow Dog offers the finest, most diverse and complete selection
of fly fishing destinations available. In 2018, industry veteran
Kyle Kolodziejski joined the Yellow Dog staff as the company’s
director for Argentina and Chile – adding his extensive knowledge,
consummate professionalism and unyielding attention to detail to
an already strong line-up of travel specialists. Kyle has fished and
travelled extensively throughout Patagonia and South America,
developing a hard-earned reputation among customers and
seasoned travelers as someone who always puts the needs and
experiences of his clients first. When it comes to helping clients
select a destination, Kyle will spend the time and ask the questions
to ultimately recommend the very best options and locations.
Contact us today to discover for yourself what a booking company
can – and should – be. We look forward to sharing our knowledge
and experience, and assisting you in planning your next fly fishing
adventure to Argentina or Chile!

www.yellowdogflyfishing.com
(406) 585-8667 • (888) 777-5060
Yellow Dog Flyfishing Adventures
213 South Willson Avenue
Bozeman, Montana 59715 • USA
info@yellowdogflyfishing.com
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CHOOSING THE RIGHT DESTINATION IN PATAGONIA:

ARGENTINA OR CHILE?
T

here’s no question that Patagonia is one of the premier freshwater fly fishing destinations in the world – a
productive, one-of-a-kind region in South America that is home to dozens of world class lodges, experienced
and professional guides, and more rivers, streams and lakes than can possibly be fished in a lifetime. The
options and choices are endless, which is why deciding on where, when and how to fish Patagonia can at times be
overwhelming. This is especially true when planning or researching a first-time trip to the region.
Here at Yellow Dog, we receive a steady stream of inquiries from anglers interested in fishing South America,
and usually the conversation begins with, “Should I be looking at Argentina or Chile?” and “Can you tell me the
differences between the two?”
The good news? There is no wrong answer; if you are fishing with a proven operation and a legitimate program
you will likely have a great overall experience. There are a lot of options, however, and narrowing down the list
to find the perfect location can be challenging if you’re trying to do it on your own. A quick search on the web
produces a long list of destinations scattered throughout Chile and Argentina: each claiming to be the best and all
showing attractive photos of happy anglers lifting fat, trophy fish. With so many choices, how do you begin to cut
through the noise, narrow down the list and ultimately choose the lodge or fishing operation that fits with what
you’re looking for?
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CHILE
As close as the two countries are, Chile may just win out when it comes to overall diversity of species and

fishing opportunities. With shots at sea-run browns, steelhead, Pacific and Atlantic salmon, resident browns,
rainbows and brook trout of all sizes, both novices and experienced anglers alike are accommodated by
Chilean lodges and guides with a large variety of situations and scenarios. While some insect hatches can be
found throughout the season, it is worth noting that the hatch situation is much more prolific in neighboring
Argentina. What Chile offers is the chance to throw the big stuff: mice, dragon flies, big streamers, giant
beetles and large foam surface attractors. As far as species diversity, growing populations of “wild” steelhead,
King salmon and Atlantic salmon have recently given recognition to Chile among anglers as a legitimate
destination to chase anadromous species.
Chilean Patagonia is largely made up of temperate rainforests, lengthy fjords and narrow valleys that
meet the towering Andes mountains along the eastern margin of this narrow, ribbon-like country. This rapid and
severe decrease in elevation from the Andes to the coastal areas creates a wild and isolated landscape that is
both rugged and largely untouched. For years, many of Chile’s most productive rivers were extremely difficult to
access without long hikes, a horsepack adventure or a helicopter ride. With the recent construction of new roads
and bridges as well as an overall improvement in Chile’s infrastructure, access to incredible water has opened
substantially. The weather and scenery of Chilean Patagonia is most reminiscent of the rugged coastal zones of
Oregon and Washington, where short, high-gradient rivers, regular precipitation and cooler temperatures are
the norm. Fly fishing towns such as Puerto Montt, Chaiten, La Junta, and Coyhaique are home to Yellow Dog’s
favorite fishing operations in Chile, all of which serve as gateways to some of the best waters in the country.

ARGENTINA
Argentina is often described as “Montana 75 years ago,” largely due to the similar arid landscapes, an

abundance of productive water, and overall fishing pressure that remains light. Where Argentina edges Chile
is with rich river biomass and insect hatches that are heavier, more diverse, and seasonally longer than those
of Chile. This means that on most Argentine rivers, anglers can almost always “fish the hatch” and throw dries
in addition to finding good action on streamers, nymphs and large attractor patterns. The established fishing
infrastructure in areas like San Martin de los Andes, Esquel, Junin, and Rio Pico makes this a great choice for
dedicated dry fly fisherman as well as those new to trout fishing.
The vast, mountainous, and open landscapes of Argentina create a sharp contrast to the lush, rainforest
environment found in many parts of Chile. Argentina sits in the rain shadow of the Andes on the eastern side
of the towering mountain range, with dry, wide-open and endless terrain that slowly tapers away from the
elevations as the land extends east to the Atlantic. Argentina boasts wonderful culture, friendly people, an
abundance of excellent food (think giant steaks), amazing Malbecs, and fish that are wild, strong, and fast.
Add-ons for golden dorado in the northern parts of the country, or sea-run brown trout in southern Tierra del
Fuego can also be arranged, allowing anglers the opportunity to experience several areas and different kinds
of fishing in the same trip.

MAKING
THE FINAL DECISION
The bottom line is that wherever you choose to go in Patagonia, you’ll find great fishing, friendly people,

unique culture, and beautiful scenery on both sides of the border. And for those who simply cannot decide,
Yellow Dog CAN arrange packages that allow you to fish both countries on the same trip – something that is
logistically easier than it sounds. The fishing seasons are similar on both sides of the border, and typically run
early-November through mid-April.
Despite the fact that Patagonia is a long way from home for visitors coming from North America, travel to
either Argentina or Chile is fairly easy to navigate. There are, however, some notable travel logistics differences
between the two countries that can play a role in overall trip planning. For instance, in most cases, anglers
heading to Chile can travel straight through to their final destination in Patagonia without the need to
overnight in Santiago (Chile’s international hub) on either end of the trip. Travel to Argentina is a slightly more
involved process that usually does require a hotel night in Buenos Aires before flying on to your final lodge
destination. Since B.A. is such an amazing city, however, most anglers welcome the chance to visit and explore
Argentina’s interesting and colorful capital.
The team at Yellow Dog has extensive experience throughout Patagonia, and we’ve worked hard to build
solid relationships with the best fly fishing operations in both Argentina and Chile. Contact us today and let
us give you details for each destination, as well as the best information on seasons, hatches, water conditions,
recommended equipment and travel logistics. Let’s get started!
(888) 777-5060 •
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SO...WHERE ARE THE PRICES?

When it comes to rates and pricing for our Argentina and Chile trips, most of our destinations offer different types of trip packages as well
as different lengths of stays. Rates can also change throughout the year, as many of our lodges have their own “fiscal year” schedules that
always make things interesting when it comes to printing and listing trip costs. For that reason, up-to-date and relevant package rates and
pricing information can always be found on the Yellow Dog website, where we list complete and up-to-date package costs, trip inclusions,
and even seasonal deals for each and every destination that we represent. You can also give us a call at any time!

questions about patagonia?
1. Where is Patagonia?

The Patagonia region is a vast area of land that stretches more
than 260,000 square miles across the bottom third of Chile and
Argentina, bounded by the Atlantic Ocean on the east and the
Pacific Ocean on the west.

2. Why go fly fishing in Patagonia?

Patagonia offers anglers some of the world’s best freshwater
fly fishing along with some of the most beautiful and varied
landscapes in the world. The backdrop to the fishing in Patagonia
is unbeatable, and through it all you can find countless freshwater
rivers, isolated streams and crystal-clear lakes that are teeming
with fish. For travelers looking to retreat from the harsh conditions
of a northern winter, Patagonia is ideal from November through
April, which is summertime in the southern hemisphere. Combine
the abundance of productive waters, light fishing pressure,
gorgeous scenery, rich culture and fish that are eager to eat, and
the draw of Patagonia is as clear as its waters.

3. Where in Patagonia will I find the best fishing?
There are a large number of productive and worthwhile areas to
fish in Patagonia, including destinations in both Argentina and
Chile. Each region of Patagonia has its own unique characteristics
and offerings, and depending on what you are looking for, there
is really no wrong answer. Typically, where you should fish is
dependent on when you can go, what you want to fish for, your
overall budget and what you expect out of the trip.

4. What fish can I catch in Patagonia?

Patagonia is home to an impressive line-up and diversity of
freshwater fish, including resident brown, rainbow and brook
trout, and anadromous species that include sea-run brown trout,
steelhead, King salmon and Atlantic salmon.

5. How many fish can I expect to catch and how
Big do they get in Patagonia?

Catch rates vary greatly between each destination and waters
fished. When it comes to resident trout, anglers typically catch
more fish in rivers and streams. Larger yet fewer fish are the norm
for the region’s lakes and some specific rivers. In most areas, the
average trout is in the 15-20-inch range, with solid possibilities
for fish in the mid- to upper-20-inch range. In certain fisheries
like Argentina’s Jurassic Lake and Tierra del Fuego’s Rio Grande,
however, fish can easily exceed 20+ pounds.

6. How far in advance should I plan my trip?

For the most part, it’s best to start your planning ten to twelve
months in advance to assure great dates and the best guides at the
right lodge. If you know that you want to go, then start the planning
process as soon as possible! Certain lodges (mainly in Tierra Del
Fuego) operate on a “first right of refusal” basis, offering return guests
first crack at dates before opening dates to new anglers. With these
operations, it may be necessary to join a waiting list to increase your
chances at preferred dates. Yellow Dog can assist with this.

7. What will the weather be like in Patagonia?

Due to its extreme southern latitude and complex mountainous
terrain, Patagonia delivers ever-changing and diverse weather
conditions throughout the season. Regardless of the month, daily
conditions can change from rainy and damp, to hot and sunny, to
cold and windy. No matter where you fish in Patagonia, be prepared
for a wide range of variable and changing conditions.

8. What’s the best time of year to fish?

The general fishing season in Patagonia runs from November
through April (summer in the southern hemisphere). Depending on
where you go and what species of fish you want to catch, the “best”
time to go can vary. That said, the most in-demand and popular
times to fish this region aligns with the peak of the austral summer
from early January through late March.

9. Do I need experience to fly fish in Patagonia?

With so many different kinds of fishing scenarios and so many fish,
anglers of all skill levels can easily be accommodated. The guides
are patient and experienced, and Patagonia has something to offer
for every type of angler – regardless of ability. Whether you prefer
to wade or float, cast dries or swing streamers, fish hard or head in
early, you can do it in Patagonia.

10. Are there non-angling activities in Patagonia?

If your traveling companions are less than enthusiastic about
fly fishing, or if you’re someone who simply enjoys a day or two
off from fishing, there’s no shortage of non-angling activities in
Patagonia. Horseback riding, hiking, birding, glacier tours, cycling,
spa services, wine tasting and more are all possibilities. Activities
vary from region to region and lodge to lodge, and Yellow Dog is
happy to arrange options.
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Yellow Dog
Destinations
in Chile and
Argentina
Corrientes

Northern Patagonia, Argentina
1. Chocolate Lab Expeditions
2. Patagonia River Guides North

Central Patagonia, Argentina

9. Jurassic Lake Lodge
10. Estancia Laguna Verde
11. Tres Amigos Outfitters

Tierra Del Fuego, Argentina
12.
13.
14.
15.

Villa Maria Lodge
Maria Behety Lodge
Kau Tapen Lodge
Despedida Lodge

Northern Argentina
16.
17.
18.
19.

Suinda Lodge
Pinti’s Dorado on the Fly
Pira Lodge
Golden Dorado River Cruiser

Northern Patagonia, Chile
20. Martin Pescador Lodge
21. Patagonian Basecamp Lodge

2

1

•
• ••
•
•• •
•

•

Bariloche
Puerto
3
Montt
4
Esquel
5
20
6
7
21
8
22
26
27 23
Comodoro
25 24
Coyhaique Rivadavia

• ••
•
• ••
••

•Buenos Aires

•• San• Martin de los Andes

ARG

Southern Patagonia, Argentina

•

• 18

• 19

NA

Santiago

• 16 • 17

ENTI

Rio Manso Lodge
Carrileufu River Lodge
Patagonia River Guides South
El Encuentro
Tecka Lodge
Las Pampas Lodge

CHILE

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

•

N

9
• 10
•

El Calafate
•
Central Patagonia, Chile
22. Estancia De Los Rios
Rio
23. Estancia Del Zorro
• •Gallegos
•
24. Cinco Rios Lodge
25. Magic Waters Lodge
Punta Arena
26. River of Dreams Basecamp
• •• Rio Grande
27. The Game Changer
••
•Ushuaia
Southern Patagonia, Chile
••
28. Remota Resort
28 11

14
15

29. Lakutaia Lodge

13

12

29
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ARGENTINA
With a mainland area of more than one
million square miles, Argentina is the
eighth largest country in the world, the
second largest in Latin America, and the
largest among Spanish-speaking nations.
The rugged Andes Mountains slope towards Argentina’s
open flatlands (known as the Pampas) to create a sharp
contrast to the lush temperate rainforests and fjordlands that
characterize neighboring Chile. Argentine Patagonia is a land
often compared to the high deserts of the US West; with wide
expanses of grasslands, typically sunny and breezy days, and
some of the most productive spring creeks, rivers and lakes
found anywhere. One thing that sets it apart, however, is
fishing pressure that overall is considered extremely light by
modern standards.
Caught in the rain shadow of the Andes, semi-arid Argentine
Patagonia is a freshwater destination that should be at the top
of any angler’s travel list. Once a getaway safe haven for Butch
Cassidy and the Sundance Kid when they fled from the United
States as accused bank robbers, the landscape is reminiscent
of what one might find in Montana 100 years ago. Much of
isolated Argentina is best described as a solitary and lonely
place where the wind and time shape the landscape. The
country is noted for its rich culture, friendly people, excellent
food (the finest steak in the world), amazing Malbec wines, and
of course, an impressive variety of freshwater gamefish that are
wild, strong and fast.

Throughout Argentine Patagonia, insect activity and hatches are
generally consistent throughout the summer and fall fishing
seasons, which means that anglers can almost always chase
trout with dries in addition to swinging streamer patterns or
fishing nymphs. Although fly fishing for trout originally put
Argentina on the map of global fly fishing destinations, over
the years the country has also become world-renowned for
impressive southern runs of sea-run browns in Tierra Del Fuego
as well as productive Golden Dorado scenarios in the northern
part of the country.
Argentina has five primary fishing regions, each with its own
characteristics and unique angling opportunities. There are
three regions in Patagonia – northern, central and southern
– that collectively offer a limitless amount of productive trout
water that includes large floatable rivers, intimate wadable
spring creeks and lakes loaded with trophy-sized fish. The fourth
and southern-most region – Tierra Del Fuego – is home to the
famous Rio Grande, which harbors the most consistent runs of
humongous sea-run brown trout on the planet. Lastly, in contrast
to the arid and western-like landscapes of Argentine Patagonia,
the subtropical areas of northern Argentina boast a variety of
different waters and fishing scenarios that allow anglers to target
voracious Golden Dorado.
With an expansive line-up of fishing options, a strong network
of reputable lodges, and experienced guides and outfitters
that know the waters like the back of their hands, Argentina is a
great choice for adventurous anglers that appreciate a warm and
interesting culture, amazing scenery and world-class fishing.
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ARGENTINA COUNTRY FACTS
TARGET SPECIES:

Rainbow, brown and brook trout in Patagonia, sea-run brown trout
in Tierra Del Fuego and golden dorado in northern Argentina

SEASON:

November through April for trout, and year-round for golden dorado

MAJOR AIR HUBS: Ezeiza International Airport in Buenos
Aires (EZE), Aeroparque Domestic Airport (AEP)

DOCUMENTS REQUIRED:

Valid passport. No visa required for citizens of most countries.

LANGUAGES: Spanish
CAPITAL: Buenos Aires
COUNTRY POPULATION: 44 million
CURRENCY: Argentine Peso (ARS)

(888) 777-5060 •
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NORTHERN PATAGONIA, ARGENTINA

SAN MARTIN and
JUNIN DE LOS ANDES

Patagonia River
• Guides
North

• San Martin de los Andes

• Chocolate Lab Expeditions

Target Species: Rainbow and brown trout
Season: November – April
Major Fisheries: Malleo, Chimehuin, Collon Cura, Filo
Hua Hum, Limay, Alumine, Traful

Non-Angling Area Activities: Hiking, horseback
riding, birdwatching, high-end resorts, art gallery tours

Closest Major Air Hubs: San Martin de los Andes
(CPC) and Bariloche (BRC)

•

In many regards, the San Martin and Junin de los Andes area
of Northern Patagonia is the region that put Argentina on the
map for world class trout fishing. With its wide-open mountainous
terrain, dry temperate climate, consistent aquatic insect hatches,
and a huge variety of available trout waters, this area reminds
anglers more of Montana than any other fishing region in
Argentina. Nearly all of this region lies within Argentina’s beautiful
Neuquen Province – an area consisting of numerous glacial lakes,
an abundance of freestone rivers, snow-studded volcanoes, and
dense forests.

•

Trips to this region are mainly organized through a handful
of our partner-outfitters that Yellow Dog has worked with for
years. These operators arrange flexible, custom-tailored fishing
itineraries that combine exceptional guiding, diverse lodging
options, deluxe overnight wilderness float trips, quick transfer
times, access to both private and public fisheries, delicious
regional cuisine, and authentic Argentine hospitality. With most

trip packages in this region, guests travel and fish with their guide
throughout the course of the week, staying at classic estancias or
lodges while enjoying easy access to a wide variety of productive
rivers. With widespread daily hatches of mayflies and caddis that are
found throughout the region, anglers can expect some of the best
dry fly fishing that Patagonia has to offer. Other fishing opportunities
include such phenomenon’s as huge minnow runs, “hatches” of
willow worms, and the presence of aquatic pancora crabs.

•

All of the region’s waters are populated by wild and beautiful
rainbow and brown trout, and – depending on the river – anglers
can choose to either wade or float fish. Smaller rivers like the Malleo,
Filo Hua Hum, and Traful, are waded, while larger rivers like the
Chimehuin, Alumine, Collon Cura and Limay are usually fished from
drift boats. The area’s pleasant and relatively stable climate allows
for excellent fishing conditions from the beginning of the season in
November all the way through late April.
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CHOCOLATE LAB EXPEDITIONS
SAN MARTIN, ARGENTINA

Based in the picturesque resort town of San Martin de Los Andes, Ron and Vanessa
Sorensen’s Chocolate Lab Expeditions offers a fantastic combination of exceptional
guiding, classic estancia accommodations, unique and nomadic itineraries, and
a full taste of the authentic culture and hospitality of Patagonia. We have worked
with CLE since the early days of Yellow Dog, and we consider this operation to be
one of the finest, most professional guide services in a region that is home to such
legendary rivers as the Traful, Collon Cura, Chimehuin, Malleo and the Limay. With
fully-customized itineraries created for each trip package, guests can expect to stay
in comfort and dine at a variety of Northern Patagonia’s famed lodges and estancias.
A variety of public and private accesses throughout the area are then utilized to
fish the very best waters. On a typical week-long itinerary, guests commonly stay
at two destinations or split their time between one of the classic estancias and a
multi-day camping and float trip. CLE guides specialize in technical dry fly fishing,
taking full advantage of the area’s prolific hatches throughout the season. Every trip
with Chocolate Lab is unique and customized, meaning that your itinerary will be
structured around your expectations, the time of year and your budget.

PATAGONIA RIVER GUIDES NORTH
SAN MARTIN AND JUNIN, ARGENTINA

Patagonia River Guides North is a well-established, full-service fly fishing outfitter
that specializes in designing all-inclusive custom trip itineraries on the northern
waters of Argentine Patagonia. Anglers enjoy great service, quality equipment,
first-class accommodations and delicious food – all while staying at different classic
estancias and traveling with their guides to fish different waters each day. The
estancias and lodges in each custom itinerary can include Arroyo Verde, Tipiliuke,
Northern Patagonia Lodge, Tres Rios Lodge, Estancia San Huberto, Estancia
Huechahue, Estancia Quemquemtreu, Collon Cura Lodge and Estancia Tres Lagos
– the most famous operations in the region with access to the very best waters. For
those seeking long hours on the water and wilderness solitude, multi-day float and
camping trips can also be arranged. Choose from any number of famous rivers,
area spring creeks or trophy lakes, knowing that with PRG North, you will be fishing
the best waters, at the best times, with the best guides. PRG’s variety of waters,
accommodation options and their overall level of service is second to none, which is
why this program comes highly recommended by our staff and clients alike who’ve
had the pleasure of fishing with PRG.

(888) 777-5060 •
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CENTRAL PATAGONIA, ARGENTINA
• Bariloche

BARILOCHE, ESQUEL, LOS ALERCES
NATIONAL PARK and RIO PICO

• Rio Manso Lodge

Target Species: Rainbow, brown and brook trout and
occasionally land-locked Atlantic salmon

• Carrileufu River Lodge

Season: November – April
Major Fisheries: Arroyo Pescado, Rivadavia, Arrayanes,

• Esquel

Patagonia River
• Guides
South
• El Encuentro
• Tecka Lodge

Corcovado, Tecka, Carrileufu, Corintos, Chubut, Nilson, Rio Pico,
Rio Grande

Non-Angling Area Activities: Hiking in Los Alerces
National Park, horseback riding, birdwatching
Closest Major Air Hubs: Esquel (EQS) and

Bariloche (BRC)

•

• Las Pampas Lodge

The Central Patagonia region offers the greatest variety and
overall diversity in Argentina when it comes to fishable waters,
available fish species and geography. The region is comprised of
three separate and distinct areas including Esquel, Los Alerces
National Park and Rio Pico. The waters throughout this region are
as varied as the countryside.

•

In many ways, the Esquel area resembles fishing in the
Northern Rockies of the US, with easy access to dozens of rivers
that flow through an arid steppe ecosystem defined by wide
open valleys and rocky escarpments. In contrast, Los Alerces
National Park contains a network of rivers and glacially-formed
lakes completely surrounded by thick, temperate rainforest.
Farther south, the remote and open expanses of the Rio Pico
region offer anglers the chance to explore and fish several

off-the-beaten-path rivers, spring creeks, and high-desert-like lakes
for larger-than-average trout. With so many fishing options found
throughout this region, guests can customize a fishing week based
on their preferences to wade small technical freestones and spring
creeks, float big rivers, or chase trophy-sized trout on productive
lakes. Additionally, depending on the time of year and conditions,
anglers can employ a wide range of techniques, including stalking
fish with small dry flies and nymphs to stripping streamers to large,
aggressive fish.

•

The fishing lodges located in this region offer fixed, full-week
packages where guests can fish different rivers and lakes each day
before returning to the comfort of a “home base” lodge for an evening
of amazing food, great wines and genuine Argentine hospitality.
(888) 777-5060 •
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RIO MANSO LODGE
BARILOCHE, ARGENTINA

One of our favorite operations in Patagonia for couples and families,
Rio Manso is one of the nicest, full-service lodge operations in the
entire region. Located in the heart of Argentina’s Nahuel Huapi
National Park, the lodge sits on the banks of Lake Hess and the
Manso River. Guests have access to the Manso, Quieto, and Pichi
Leufu rivers as well as several productive area lakes including Roca,
Fonck, and Hess – waters that hold some of the largest rainbow,
brook and brown trout in the area. Each of the lodge’s eight rooms
offer spectacular views of Lago Hess, the nearby Andes Mountains
and majestic Mount Tronador on the Chilean border. Rio Manso’s
professionally trained chefs rightfully pride themselves on a menu
that features the freshest of ingredients paired with an impressive
line-up of regional wines. Because of its proximity to Bariloche, Rio
Manso Lodge is a great option for shorter fishing packages, combo
trips with non-anglers, or as an add-on to other, longer Patagonian
fishing adventures.

CARRILEUFU RIVER LODGE

CHOLILA AND LOS ALERCES NATIONAL PARK, ARGENTINA
Carrileufu River Lodge is located in the heart of the Carrileufu
(car-e-lay-foo) River Valley near the quaint town of Cholila and
Los Alerces National Park. This operation is perfectly positioned
to take advantage of the terrific fishing throughout Los Alerces
Park and on area rivers that include the Rivadavia, Arrayanes,
Carrileufu and Chubut. Anglers can target a variety of trout species
including rainbow, brown and brook trout as well as land-locked
Atlantic salmon during key parts of the season. Under the careful
guidance of owner, head guide and host Pancho Panzer, guests feel
immediately at home at this intimate family-run lodge. This newly
built lodge includes six roomy and well-appointed guest rooms,
an outdoor lounge area overlooking the stunning Carrileufu river
valley, and a huge fireplace in the lodge’s inviting and spacious
great room. Cuisine at the lodge focuses on authentic Argentine
dishes paired with hand-selected local wines.

EL ENCUENTRO FLY FISHING
ESQUEL, ARGENTINA

El Encuentro Fly Fishing is a family-owned and operated outfitting
company that specializes in arranging unique itineraries in the
Chubut province of Central Argentine Patagonia. For over 30 years,
the Beale Family has developed a strong reputation for providing
authentic and traditional Argentine hospitality coupled with diverse
and productive fly fishing experiences. Anglers fishing with El
Encuentro will enjoy unparalleled access to private waters and
the opportunity to experience Argentine culture on an intimate,
local level. From their main base of operations on the banks of the
Futaleufu River, El Encuentro networks with numerous other lodges
and estancias throughout the region to allow anglers to fish a huge
range of different waters – everything from big rivers to intimate
spring creeks and lakes.
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PATAGONIA RIVER GUIDES SOUTH
ESQUEL, TREVELIN AND LOS ALERCES NATIONAL PARK, ARGENTINA

Patagonia River Guides South is arguably the most complete, comprehensive,
high-end and professional fishing operation in all of Patagonia. PRG’s philosophy
is simple and straightforward: to fish the best rivers, at the best times, with the best
guides – all while enjoying first class accommodations, gourmet cuisine and allinclusive services. Although PRG is a serious, fishing-focused program, it’s the overall
combination of inspiring waters, varied fishing, stunning scenery, personalized
service and Argentine culture that have together created what has become the most
in-demand experience in all of Patagonia. From their main lodge near the small
community of Trevelin in Central Argentine Patagonia, PRG’s guests have access to
an endless frontier of incredible fishing options where anglers experience a different
piece of water each day without repeating the same water twice. With so many fisheries
close at hand, guests can choose to wade small freestone rivers or spring creeks, drift
and float larger rivers, or focus on trophy trout on one of the areas famous Stillwater
fisheries. For those wanting more time on the water, full week packages at PRG’s lodge
in Trevelin can easily be combined with add-on stays at Tres Valles Lodge in the Rio Pico
area or with Patagonia River Guides North near San Martin.

TECKA LODGE
TECKA, ARGENTINA

Estancia Tecka is a massive working cattle and sheep ranch spanning over 435,000
acres in central Argentine Patagonia. Located just south of the town of Esquel, Tecka
includes vast holdings of private fly water where guests can fish all day and never
see another soul. The Rio Tecka and the Rio Corcovado are the primary rivers in this
program, and over the course of a week, anglers can expect to rotate and share
exclusive wade and drift fishing access on forty-five miles of the Corcovado, thirtyfive miles of the Tecka, and on several private tributaries and smaller spring creeks
throughout the property. Tecka Spring Creek is a small, wadeable rainbow and brown
trout fishery with meandering “S” curves and productive cut banks. The Corcovado
is a clear, hatch-heavy and floatable river that is perfect for drift boats. Estancia Tecka
offers two separate lodge locations which perfectly transect the ranch’s fisheries into
manageable distances. The Headquarters Lodge accommodates eight guests at a time,
while the Caridad Lodge accommodates ten. Tecka is the ideal destination for dry fly
enthusiasts who appreciate exclusive access, total solitude and high-end amenities.

LAS PAMPAS LODGE
RIO PICO, ARGENTINA

Las Pampas Lodge is situated in a rugged and remote corner of Argentine Patagonia
just outside the small frontier town of Rio Pico. This small and personable operation
offers a fantastic all-around trout fishing program and a diverse collection of wade and
float fisheries, intimate spring creeks, and beautiful small to mid-sized freestone rivers.
The lodge’s intimate atmosphere and friendly staff give guests a feeling that they are
part of an extended family throughout the course of their stay. The Las Pampas guides
know the area fisheries inside and out, and anglers can choose from a wide variety of
angling options for rainbow, brown and brook trout. The heart of the main lodge is a
central lounge, dining and social area, complete with comfortable seating around a
massive fireplace – the perfect atmosphere to share fishing stories at the end of each
day. The lodge has four spacious and comfortable double occupancy rooms, each
with amazing views of the surrounding mountains. The caliber of available fisheries
combined with an incredible staff make Las Pampas Lodge a destination that appeals
to adventurous fly anglers and those looking for a remote and isolated location.
(888) 777-5060 •
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SOUTHERN PATAGONIA, ARGENTINA
• Comodoro
Rivadavia

SANTA CRUZ

Target Species: Rainbow, brown and brook trout,

•
•

with seasonal steelhead

Jurrasic Lake Lodge
Estancia Laguna Verde

Season: November – April
Major Fisheries: Lago Strobel (aka Jurassic Lake),
Barrancoso River, Santa Cruz River

Non-Angling Area Activities: Birdwatching,

hiking, horseback riding, glacier tours

• El Calafate
Tres Amigos
Outfitters

•

•

Comodoro Rivadavia (CRD) and Rio Gallegos (RGL)

• Rio Gallegos

As the second largest and most sparsely populated province
in Argentina, Santa Cruz is also one of the most underdeveloped
and untouched fishing regions in all of Patagonia. Extending
from the towering and jagged cordilleras of the Andes Mountains
on its western border with Chile, Santa Cruz is also bordered
by Chubut Province to the north, Tierra Del Fuego to the south,
and the Atlantic Ocean on the east. The majority of this southern
Patagonian province is a desolate and windswept semi-desert
environment marked by vast plateaus, wide-open grasslands and
massive lakes created by glaciers that once-upon-a-time receded
from the Andes.

•

Closest Major Air Hubs: El Calafate (FTE),

Although there are numerous fishing options throughout
the region, this is an area that is perhaps most famous for being
home to Lago Strobel, a massive piece of water that is more
commonly known as Jurassic Lake. Over the past ten years,
Jurassic has earned its reputation as the world’s best and most

consistent trophy rainbow trout fishery on the planet – home to
rainbows that routinely meet and exceed the 20-pound mark. The
area is also home to the Santa Cruz River (which has the only known
run of steelhead on the Atlantic Coast) and well as a vast network
of small spring creeks that are filled with larger-than-average-sized
brown and brook trout. While most waters in the region are largely
devoid of insect hatches, they are teeming with insane populations
of scuds – tiny freshwater shrimp that trout eagerly feast on.

•

It is common to fish all throughout this region in total solitude:
wading and exploring remote waters without seeing another person.
And while the fishing programs are indeed the major draw for this
area, non-angling guests can arrange glacier tours in Los Glaciares
National Park and trekking excursions around Mount Fitz Roy before
or after fishing packages. All in all, the southern Patagonia region is
ideal for anglers seeking off-the-beaten-path fishing experiences in a
seldom-seen and largely unexplored part of the world.
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JURASSIC LAKE LODGE
SANTA CRUZ, ARGENTINA

Jurassic Lake (Lago Strobel) is a one-of-a-kind fishery that arguably has the most consistent
fishing for trophy-size rainbow trout anywhere in the world. With the average fish weighing
10 pounds and legitimate chances at fish in the 20-pound class any day of the season, this
fishery is something that truly must be experienced to be believed. The recently renovated
and rebuilt Jurassic Lake Lodge is strategically situated along a protected shoreline on
Strobel where the Barrancoso river feeds directly into the lake – a location that gives guests
quick and easy access to the most productive stretches of water without the need to travel
far from the main lodge. Anglers typically fish two per guide and rotate through designated
beats along the lakeshore and the lower river to assure equal access and rested water for
each guest. Originally constructed as the Jurassic Lake Loop Camp, the operation recently
came under new ownership and underwent a top-to-bottom renovation and remodel that
included 10 new comfortable guest rooms, an inviting lounge and dining area, and even a
complete whiskey and wine bar. One of the best things about this operation are the roundtrip charter flights from Calafate to the lodge for all full week packages.

ESTANCIA LAGUNA VERDE
SANTA CRUZ, ARGENTINA

The internationally renowned Lake Strobel (aka “Jurassic Lake”) is a 25-square-mile,
crystal-clear piece of water that offers what many believe to be the very best trophy
rainbow trout fishing on the planet. The incredibly strong rainbows that reside in the
lake average 8 to12 pounds, and fish in excess of 20 pounds are caught on a regular
basis. Located on the southern coast of this huge and desolate lake, guests of Laguna
Verde have access to the vast southern coast of Strobel’s shoreline, the famous “Monster
Bay”, tiny Moro Creek, and a productive section of the Barrancoso River. The main Laguna
Verde lodge is a classic and comfortable Argentine ranch-style house that features five
double bedrooms, a spacious lounge and a dining area, and outdoor decks. Laguna
Verde offers incredible cuisine: a combination of typical Argentine food, weekly “asados”
(Argentine BBQs), famous Patagonian lamb, and several international dishes. All meals
are of course served with great wines from Mendoza and other parts of Argentina.
Lunches each day are cooked and served hot on the shores of the lake while fishing with
your guide. In this distant and remote part of Patagonia, Estancia Laguna Verde is a great
option for huge fish and excellent Argentine hospitality, and with a trip to Jurassic Lake,
chances are very good that you will catch the largest trout of your life.

TRES AMIGOS OUTFITTERS
SANTA CRUZ, ARGENTINA

Tres Amigos Outfitters was pioneered by three close friends with years of collective
experience exploring, fishing and guiding on their home waters in Argentina’s Santa
Cruz province. They’ve now created two separate programs where anglers can fish for
larger-than-average-sized brown and brook trout on small rivers and creeks as well
as fishing for Atlantic-run steelhead on the mighty Rio Santa Cruz. Their first program
– called the “Route of the Spring Creeks” –offers guests the chance to fish intimate,
isolated and pristine spring creeks on private estancias. Along the way, anglers follow
“the Route” – an itinerary that offers the opportunity to fish four different private spring
creeks while staying in home-style accommodations on two historic estancias as well
as a separate base camp location. Access to the streams along the Route are limited to
four rods per week, which means that fewer than forty anglers will fish this area over the
course of an entire season. A four or five weight trout rod is ideal, and much of the time
is spent hunting targets and presenting dry flies to willing risers. Their second program,
Los Plateados Lodge, is a small and remote facility located directly on the banks of the
Rio Santa Cruz. Here, hard-core anglers can fish for the only known run of steelhead on
Argentina’s Atlantic coast. This is the most productive section of the river, and the lodge
provides easy access to four beats with over 30 named pools.
(888) 777-5060 •
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Buenos Aires

TRAVEL TIPS & RECOMMENDATIONS
While traveling to Argentina for your fly fishing adventure, it’s likely that you will need
to overnight and spend time in the beautiful city of Buenos Aires – a thriving metropolis
of 14 million people often described as the perfect combination of “faded European
grandeur, Latin passion and South American energy.” While beautiful and inviting,
Buenos Aires can also be hectic and confusing, and knowing where to go and how to
navigate is key to smooth and enjoyable travels. We’ve put together the following list to
help you make the most of your time in Argentina’s capital – from touchdown to takeoff.
AIRPORT CUSTOMS AND IMMIGRATION
Ezeiza International Airport (EZE) in Buenos Aires is the main
international airport that hosts hundreds of flights and tens of
thousands of travelers each day. While navigating the airport may
seem like a challenge, airport employees and others are always
availabe to assist with directions and simplify your experience.
Upon landing, all visitors proceed through customs, which is always
an easy process if you’re prepared. Be sure to have your passport,
customs documents and trip itinerary ready. After clearing customs
you will likely need to transfer to either the domestic airport to
continue your travels, or to your hotel in the city if you plan on
overnighting and seeing the sights.

CURRENCY AND GRATUITIES
The official currency in Argentina is the Argentine Peso. Travelers
can easily exchange dollars-for-pesos at the airport and most hotels,
and numerous ATMs are found throughout the city. Major credit
cards are widely accepted at major restaurants and other businesses
throughout Buenos Aires. While US Dollars are eagerly accepted
at most places around the city, expect to receive change in Pesos.
We advise that you bring small denominations of US currency
for tipping and for small purchases, as it is oftentimes tough for
vendors to provide change for large bills. When it comes to tipping
throughout Buenos Aires, 10% is customary in most restaurants and
service-based establishments.

AIRPORT TRANSFERS
One thing that travelers commonly get confused about is the transfer
between Ezeiza International Airport (located just outside the city)
to the smaller domestic airport called Jorge Newbery. It is important
to know that almost all in-country flights from BA on to your final
fishing destination depart from Jorge Newbery. Traveling between
the international airport and the downtown domestic airport takes
roughly one hour, so allow at least four hours between connecting
flights. The most effective options for making the cross-city transfer is
with a pre-arranged private transfer or an on-site taxi at the airport.

GETTING AROUND THE CITY
Overall, Buenos Aires is a relatively safe destination compared
to many other South American cities. That said, it is important
to always use “common traveling sense” at all times – no matter
where you are in the country. Most foreign travelers visiting Buenos
Aires choose to stay and spend time in the Palermo and Recoleta
neighborhoods, where most of the popular hotels, restaurants
and cultural sites are located. These neighborhoods are clean, well
maintained, and well-lit at night, and it’s easy and safe to get from
one place to another by walking or using taxis.

BAGGAGE RESTRICTIONS ON DOMESTIC FLIGHTS
Domestic flights within Argentina usually have different rules than
international flights. The main rule that flusters many anglers is
that rods, reels, flies, fly lines and tools are not allowed as carry-on
items when flying out of Jorge Newbery, and all equipment must
be packed in checked baggage. If you have fishing equipment in
your carry-on bag, the Argentine security agents will almost always
direct you to return to the counter to recheck your items as luggage.
Checked bags that can weigh more than 33 pounds will result in a
nominal overweight baggage fee as well. As a courtesy, the airlines
will usually allow an extra checked bag, free of charge as long as it
contains only fishing gear.

THINGS TO DO
Buenos Aires is a modern cosmopolitan city full of life, energy and
rich Porteño culture. No matter what time of year you are visiting,
there is always plenty to see and do. The city is famous for its stunning
European-influenced colonial architecture, unrivaled steakhouses,
lively tango shows, art galleries, museums, and swanky international
boutiques. While some travelers choose to explore the city on their
own, it is more common to arrange a guided city tour to visit the
BA “hot spots” without missing anything important. A professional
and experienced guide is something that Yellow Dog definitely
recommends for Buenos Aires!

(888) 777-5060 •
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TIERRA DEL FUEGO, ARGENTINA
Estancia
Maria Behety
Kau Tapen

SEA-RUN BROWN TROUT

•

Rio Grande

Target Species: Sea-run brown trout
Season: January – April
Major Fisheries: Rio Grande
Non-Angling Area Activities: Hiking,

La Villa
Villa Maria
Despidida Lodge

• Ushuaia

birdwatching, boat tours of the Beagle Channel, and
visits to nearby penguin colonies.

Closest Major Air Hubs: Rio Grande (RGA)

and Ushuaia (USH)

•

Tierra del Fuego, meaning the “Land of Fire” in Spanish, is
an archipelago off the southernmost tip of the South American
continent, with Chile controlling the eastern half, and Argentina
governing the western half of the mainland. The eastern region
is made up of rolling hills and vast, barren grazeland that quickly
transitions to beautiful mountainous areas and beech tree forests
on the western parts of the island. With ubiquitous winds and
cool average temperatures, the summer weather in Tierra del
Fuego is like that found in the Aleutian Island chain on the Alaska
Peninsula near Russia.

Atlantic Ocean and through a series of privately-owned estancias that
carefully manage access to the fishery using a regimented English
beat rotation system. The Rio Grande’s sea-run brown migration
begins in early January, hits it peak in February, and begins to taper
off late-March through early April. Fishing for these trophy browns
is typically measured by quality over quantity, and anglers average
two-to-four fish per day in the 7-to-15-pound range with true shots
at breaking the 20+ pound mark on any given day. It is also worth
mentioning that the river’s pea-gravel bottom is perfect for wading
and can be easily fished with either single-hand or Spey rods.

Within the fly fishing community, the Tierra del Fuego region
is synonymous with world-class, sea-run brown trout fishing
on the renowned Rio Grande. With annual returns in the tens
of thousands, the Rio Grande is host to the largest and most
consistent run of sea trout in the world. The river flows from
West to East, from the higher elevations near the Andes to the

Tierra del Fuego is a fishing-focused destination with limited
options when it comes to non-angling activities. That said, there
are some amazing tours available that include exploring the
Beagle Channel, visits to penguin colonies, and impressive hiking
opportunities in and around the island’s capital city of Ushuaia.

•

•

DESPEDIDA LODGE
RIO GRANDE, ARGENTINA

Located on the middle section of the Rio Grande, Despedida Lodge is a small, intimate,
family-run fishing lodge owned and operated by Danny and Helen Lajous. A simple
lodge with a hard-core, fishing focus and a loyal following of regular clientele, Despedida
offers warm hospitality, good food and experienced guides at an exceptional value. The
lodge has easy and immediate access to some of the best and most productive pools on
the entire river – something that maximizes fishing time throughout the course of the
week. Most days, anglers are on the water shortly after 7:30 AM, returning to the lodge
for lunch and an afternoon siesta before returning to the river for an evening session
that typically extends well past dark. This warm, well-established lodge accommodates a
maximum of six guests at a time with three double occupancy rooms.
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ESTANCIA MARIA BEHETY
RIO GRANDE, ARGENTINA

Located on a high bluff overlooking the famed Rio Grande, Estancia Maria Behety
is among the most established and well-known sea-run brown trout lodges in the
world. The unique and distinctive architecture of the historic turn-of-the-century
ranches of Tierra del Fuego is incorporated into the design of this beautiful lodge,
where a roaring fireplace anchors the main room and the bar is well-stocked with
the finest Argentine wines. Capacity is limited to only 12 anglers for each of the 14
weeks of the short season, which means that anglers should book this trip well in
advance. The Rio Grande is a river where sea-run brown trout average more than
nine pounds, one trout in five is more than 15 pounds, and one in 50 runs 20-to25 pounds. Estancia Maria Behety has access to 32 miles of controlled access on
both sides of the Rio Grande and the freedom to fish more than 100 of the finest
pools on the river. Trips to Tierra del Fuego can also easily be combined with other
packages in Argentina or nearby Chilean Patagonia.

LA VILLA DE MARIA BEHETY
RIO GRANDE, ARGENTINA

Located on the massive Estancia Maria Behety, La Villa de Maria Behety is a
beautifully restored, historic mansion that offers a very different experience
than the property’s larger, more fishing-focused lodge. With old world
Patagonian charm and elegant, high-end accommodations, this is a fantastic
option for smaller intact groups and families. Although the lodge is situated
on the lower river, guests staying at La Villa still have access to the complete
Estancia Maria Behety fishing program and share the same waters, with over
32 miles of river and over 100 named pools. La Villa hosts up to six anglers per
week in single occupancy rooms.

KAU TAPEN LODGE
RIO GRANDE, ARGENTINA

Another classic sea-run brown lodge located on the Rio Grande, Kau Tapen has
long been a mainstay for serious sea trout addicts. Translated from “House of
Fishing” in the Ona language, Kau Tapen was the first lodge on the river and
first to start hosting anglers. Kau Tapen anglers will fish most days with the wind
at their back and over their shoulder, with prime casting angles. Short walks to
and from the river are the norm, and wading is incredibly easy, with a pea-gravel
bottom and a consistent, even flow. The lodge accommodates up to 10 guests
per week, with single bedrooms a large social room that overlooks the Rio
Menendez and Rio Grande valleys. There is also a well-stocked bar, tackle shop
and a full spa with jacuzzi, sauna and Finnish steam bath.

VILLA MARIA LODGE
RIO GRANDE, ARGENTINA

Villa Maria Lodge is located on the lower section of the world-famous Rio Grande
in Tierra del Fuego. The lower river is famous for producing massive chrome searun brown trout that are just beginning their journey up-river from the ocean.
Villa Maria is positioned perfectly to take advantage of this productive section of
the river where you can still smell the salt in the air from the nearby ocean. After
a long day of fishing, enjoy relaxing in the classic lodge next to a roaring fire –
overlooking the Rio Grande with a cocktail or glass of Argentine Malbec in hand.

(888) 777-5060 •
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NORTHERN ARGENTINA
Corrientes

••

Pira Lodge

•

GOLDEN DORADO

Suinda Lodge
Pinti’s Dorado
on the Fly

•

Target Species: Golden dorado, pira pita and pacu
Season: Year-round, with seasonal spawning closures

on the Parana river in November and December

Major Fisheries: Parana River, Corrientes River and

Golden Dorado
River Cruiser

Ibera Marshlands

•

Buenos Aires

•

Non-Angling Area Activities: Wildlife viewing
and birdwatching. Wingshooting can also be arranged at
certain times of the year.

Closest Major Air Hubs: Buenos Aires (AEP/EZE),
Corrientes (CNQ) and Resistencia (RES)

•

Golden dorado are the apex predator fish in South America:
strong and muscular, with a mouth full of razor-sharp teeth. As
a species, dorado are powerful, ferocious, beautiful and totally
indigenous to this region. They are a voracious and violent fish
defined by aggressive strikes and acrobatic fights, and their “eats”
and their attacks can be very swift and sudden. Catching a golden
dorado on the fly is an incredibly visual experience, as these large,
vicious fish will often leap six or seven times during a battle.

•

The northern Argentina region has two primary yet distinctly
different dorado fisheries: the Parana River system and the vast
Ibera Marshlands. The Parana is a massive tailwater river that
flows southward from Brazil, creating a natural border between
Argentina and Paraguay on its uppermost stretches before running
through Argentina on its way to the Atlantic Ocean. Due to its
immense size, the Parana is most effectively fished from powered
boats while casting large streamer patterns to abundant structure
along thickly-vegetated, jungle-like banks. With an area twice the
size of the Florida Everglades, the Ibera Marshland is the second
largest wetland ecosystem in the world. The system is made up

of an enormous labyrinth of intimate creeks and lagoons that drain
into the Corrientes River, and waters that are usually crystal-clear
create great sight casting opportunities to cruising fish. Both fisheries
offer amazing dorado opportunities for anglers looking for a fishing
experience that is a departure from and great addition to what the
trout waters of Patagonia typically offer! Along with golden dorado,
anglers can (depending on the time of the season and areas fished)
find a variety of other “jungle” fish species, including pira pita, pacu
and wolfish.

•

Yellow Dog works with and represents several excellent and
varied dorado programs located in the sub-tropical region of
northern Argentina. All offer easy travel logistics from Buenos
Aires, terrific guides, outstanding service and comfortable
accommodations. Unlike the popular dorado fisheries found in
Bolivia, the programs in Northern Argentina are also ideal for
newcomers and novices looking to experience these magnificent fish
for the first time. While full week-long packages are available, these
trips can also be added on to longer Patagonia trout trips, creating
the perfect combination that truly represents the “best of Argentina.”

GOLDEN DORADO RIVER CRUISER
ENTRE RIOS, ARGENTINA

The Golden Dorado River Cruiser is a fantastic live-aboard mothership program owned
and operated by our good friends at Estancia Laguna Verde (Jurassic Lake). The River
Cruiser concept is something that’s completely new to the golden dorado scene in
northern Argentina, and a complete game changer when it comes to fishing the Parana
River and the Entre Rios Delta system. The beautiful and well-appointed mothership
travels up and down the Parana system following the migration and activities of dorado,
pira pita, pacu and wolfish throughout the season. Guests staying on the mothership
can expect short runs to the fishing zones and constant access to unpressured fish. With
quick and easy access to the mothership from Buenos Aires, trips of any length that
begin or end on any day of the week can be arranged.
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PINTI’S DORADO ON THE FLY
ITA IBATE, ARGENTINA

Located near the small fishing village of Ita Ibate in the northern
province of Corrientes, Pinti’s Dorado on the Fly program offers
exceptional fishing on the Upper Parana River with some of the
most talented and experienced dorado guides in the country. This
section of the Parana is best described as a large and clear tailwater
river that is most effectively fished from boats while casting into
structure along thickly vegetated banks. Most dorado in the Parana
average five to 10 pounds, with larger trophy-sized fish in the
20- to 25-pound range caught on a regular basis. Pacu and pira
pita are also in the system. Guests stay in comfort at the Amokagny
Lodge, a traditional Argentine-style operation strategically located
on the banks of the river with easy access to the best fishing zones.
The ecosystem of the Parana in this area is essentially a jungle
environment, complete with monkeys, toucans and an amazing
array of other birds and animals.

PIRA LODGE

IBERA MARSHLANDS, ARGENTINA
Pira Lodge is tucked away in an isolated corner of northern
Argentina’s lush and expansive Ibera Marshlands, the second largest
wetland ecosystem in the world and an area that is twice the size of
the Florida Everglades. This breathtakingly beautiful environment
is rich in flora and fauna and is home to over 350 different species
of birds. The marsh is comprised of a network of freshwater creeks,
lakes, swamps, and lagoons – all of which provide perfect habitat for
solid numbers of golden dorado. The waters in the Ibera Marshland
are always clear, making sight fishing possible nearly every day of
the season. Guests stay on an exquisite estate that offers all of the
comforts and luxuries of a contemporary fly fishing lodge, including
an attentive and dedicated staff, a team of professional bilingual
guides, top-of-the-line equipment, amazing cuisine and wellappointed accommodations.

SUINDA LODGE
ITATI, ARGENTINA

New for the 2019 season, Suinda Lodge is strategically located on
a remote bank of the Parana River near the town of Itati in northern
Argentina. The waters above and below the town of Itati are among
the most productive sections of the Parana River for solid and
consistent numbers of large golden dorado. What makes this
stretch of river special are the fast-flowing runs and mid-river rock
gardens – ideal hunting grounds for dorado that feed on migrating
sabalo baitfish. Another exciting and unique attribute of this area
are the shallow sandbars that give anglers good opportunity to
wade and sight fish to large cruising dorado – something that
makes Suinda Lodge totally different than our other Argentine
dorado options. Suinda’s deluxe riverfront property includes four
spacious cabanas that are connected by elevated walkways to a
main dining and lounge building.
(888) 777-5060 •
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CHILE

CH

ILE

“Chile,” wrote Nobel Prize winner Pablo
Neruda, is a country that was “invented by
a poet.” Situated south of Peru and west
of Bolivia and Argentina, Chile extends
for more than 2,880 miles in a narrow,
serpentine ribbon that stretches along the
western coast of South America.

most consistent temperatures, the longest days and fantastic
terrestrial fishing; without a doubt the finest dry fly fishing of
the entire season. Much like July in Montana, this is the most
popular time to visit and fish Patagonia. The fall season offers
the beauty of brilliant colors, cooler temperatures, aggressive
trout willing to chase big streamers, and generally lower,
clearer water conditions. All in all, the fishing seasons and
typical conditions in Chile are very similar to those found in
the American Northern Rockies. Cold springs, warm summers
and unpredictable fall months can all offer great fishing with
varying weather and water conditions.

The Patagonian region of Chile is typically fished from midNovember through late April, when many rivers in North
America are still cold or frozen over. Spring conditions can be
expected during the months of November and December,
summer conditions from January through mid-March, and
fall weather from mid-March through the end of April. As
every trout fisherman knows, each season presents something
special and distinct from the others. Spring, for example, offers
rivers at their highest flows and fish that have not seen flies or
anglers in many months. The Patagonian summer offers the

Here at Yellow Dog, we love the lodges, guides and outfitters
in Chile, and we consider the operations that we work with
to be among the very best in the entire world of freshwater
fishing. Whether you’re someone who is new to trout fishing or
a seasoned angler that has fished all over the world, Chile can
deliver a freshwater experience unlike any other. Outstanding
amenities and accommodations, great food and wine, and a
diversity of fishing scenarios and waters all combine to make
Chile one of the very best fishing destinations on the planet.

From the parched, mineral-rich Atacama Desert in the north,
to the lush coastal rainforests broken up by deep glacial fjords
throughout Patagonia, and further south to the windy and
inhospitable lands surrounding the haunting spires of Torres
del Paine National Park and Tierra del Fuego, the country is
best described as “nature on a colossal scale.” The towering
range of the Andes cover one-third of Chile, quickly falling
away to a coastal landscape that is often compared to the Pacific
Northwest areas of Oregon and Washington. The angling
opportunities in Chile are as diverse as the rivers themselves,
with superb dry fly fishing found throughout the country, and
unique possibilities for King salmon and sea-run browns in
certain coastal waters.

Chilean Patagonia has three distinct fishing regions – Los
Lagos, Aysen and Magallanes – each with its own unique
appeal and advantages. The Los Lagos region in northern
Patagonia is dominated by a lush, temperate rainforest
ecosystem that is home to large lakes and sizable rivers that
are most commonly accessed by boat. Central Patagonia, also
known as the Aysen region, has a more arid landscape that is
similar to parts of central Montana and offers diverse waters
that range from placid spring creeks to floatable freestone
rivers to productive stillwaters. Farther south, near the very
bottom of the South American continent, the Magallenes
region is possibly the most underdeveloped and least explored
area of Patagonia, a wade fishing paradise that is home to
countless small to mid-sized rivers and technical spring creeks.
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CHILE COUNTRY FACTS
TARGET SPECIES:

Brown, brook, and rainbow trout, and the occasional sea-run brown
trout and King salmon

SEASON:

Late October – April

MAJOR AIR HUB:

Santiago International Airport (SCL)

DOCUMENTS REQUIRED:

Valid passport. No visa required for citizens of most countries.

LANGUAGES: Spanish
CAPITAL: Santiago
COUNTRY POPULATION: 18 million
CURRENCY: Chilean Peso (CLP)
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NORTHERN PATAGONIA, CHILE
• Puerto Montt

LOS LAGOS REGION

Target Species: Rainbow and brown trout, with
occasional salmon and sea-run brown trout

Season: December – March
Major Fisheries: Yelcho, Futaleufu, Palena,
Rosselot, Figueroa

•

Martin
Pescador
Lodge
Patagonian
Basecamp
Lodge

Non-Angling Area Activities: Hiking,

horseback riding, hot springs

Closest Major Air Hub: Puerto Montt (PMC)

•

•

By all accounts the southern half of the Los Lagos Region,
along with a small section of the northern Aysen region, defines
the non-political boundaries of what is commonly considered
northern Chilean Patagonia. Heading south from Los Lagos’
capital city of Puerto Montt, the connected mainland quickly
transforms from forested and fertile agricultural lowlands dotted
by broad snowcapped volcanoes to rugged tracts of untouched,
mountainous wilderness, disjointed by blue-green fjords, steep
glacially-carved valleys, and swaths of thick and temperate
rainforest. This region has a coastal environment dominated by
a cool temperatures and frequent precipitation, similar to that
found in Southeast Alaska and the Pacific Northwest.

•

Despite the fact that the area’s infrastructure has greatly
improved over the last decade, the most popular fishing
destinations in northern Patagonia are still fairly remote and
hard to reach by road from Puerto Montt. To access the best
fishing lodges in this area, travelers typically fly to Puerto Montt,
overnight in the nearby town of Puerto Varas, then take a short
charter flight the following morning to either Chaiten or La
Junta. Once on the ground, guests have relatively short drive
times to the lodges and area rivers. The lodges and outfitters in

the area utilize a combination of 4x4 trucks, Alaskan-style jets boats,
lake boats and rafts to access the area’s broad spectrum of remote
and untouched waters, including large lakes, powerful rivers, small
mountain streams and area spring creeks. Although there are some
good opportunities to wade fish small waters, the lion’s share of the
area’s waters are most productively fished from the boat. Anglers
typically find good trout fishing eddies and foam lines with dry flies,
fishing dragon flies on the lakes, and stripping streamers on big
rivers. Consistent dry fly attractor fishing is the name of the game
on the majority of the area’s crystal-clear waters. Over the course of a
trip, anglers can expect to catch good numbers of strong, wild brown
and rainbow trout in the 12- to 20-inch range, with plenty of shots at
fish exceeding 20 inches.

•

Although this region of northern Patagonia is primarily a fishing
focused destination, a variety of non-angling activities including
hiking, glacier viewing, horseback riding and visits to local hot
springs can be arranged. All things considered, the Los Logos
Region of northern Patagonia offers exciting fishing experiences
that are perfectly suited for guests who enjoy boat and float fishing
opportunities set amidst a dramatic backdrop of rugged and
unspoiled mountainous terrain.
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MARTIN PESCADOR
LODGE

SANTA BARBARA AND LA JUNTA, CHILE
Martin Pescador’s multi-location program gives
anglers the opportunity to fish out of four different
lodge and camp locations, with direct access to 12
world class rivers, eight lakes, and numerous streams
throughout the region. Lodge owner and area pioneer
Frans Jansen has used his years of experience in
Chilean Patagonia to establish a one-of-a-kind fly
fishing program that many consider to be the best –
and certainly the most diverse – in all of Patagonia.
To fully take advantage of all that this area offers, the
lodge’s professional team of experienced guides utilize
a combination of 4x4 trucks, jet boats, lake boats
and rafts to access remote and untouched waters. A
standard week-long itinerary will have you fishing
the Lago Yelcho Region for three days out of Puerto
Cardenas Lodge before transferring to La Junta Lodge
on the Rio Rosselot. Longer itineraries can then be
arranged that include the Lago Verde Outpost Lodge,
located near the border of Argentina in the Chilean Rio
Pico Region or the Blueberry House on the coast. For
the more adventurous angler, the ultimate package
at Martin Pescador is a 10-12 day, three location trip,
allowing you to experience a variety of different areas,
fish numerous waters, and catch some of the largest
fish in Chile – all in a single trip.

PATAGONIAN
BASECAMP LODGE
LA JUNTA, CHILE

If you’re looking for a great “first time” Patagonian
experience, Basecamp is a terrific option: a wellestablished, family-run lodge that is located in the
middle of an area known for world-class rivers, streams
and lakes. The trout throughout this area – both
browns and rainbows – are wild and aggressive, and
you can expect to catch good numbers of fish in the
12-20 inch range with trout in the 20-25 inch range
found on a regular basis. The American guides at the
lodge are seasoned professionals; the same caliber of
professionals you typically find at the better lodges in
Alaska and throughout the western United States. The
beautiful, custom-built main lodge features six double
rooms that can accommodate a maximum of 12 guests
per week, and the heart of the lodge is the common area
situated around a huge, hand-crafted fireplace. With
standard, week-long packages, anglers travel to and fish
a variety of rivers and lakes from the main lodge and
then incorporate one overnight at the comfortable and
well-appointed Isla Leon Camp, located on the banks
of the Upper Palena River. As an add-on to a standard
week, anglers can also visit Basecamp’s remote Temple
Camp location on the Rio Figueroa.
(888) 777-5060 •
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CENTRAL PATAGONIA, CHILE
Estancia De Los Rios

AYSEN REGION

•

Target Species: Rainbow and brown trout
Season: November-April
Major Fisheries: Simpson, La Paloma, Mañihuales,

• River of Dreams Basecamp

Aysen, Megote, Emperador Guillermo, Nirehuao

•
•
•
•
Coyhaique

Estancia Del Zorro
Cinco Rios Lodge
Magic Waters Lodge
The Game Changer

•

•

With remarkable geographic diversity, stunning scenery and
a multitude of fishable waters, Central Patagonia, also known
as the Aysen Region, is a veritable trout anglers paradise that is
widely considered to be Chile’s epicenter of fly fishing. Overall
the area is marked by glacier-studded mountains, lush coastal
forests, and vast, arid grasslands, and throughout the Aysen
Region visitors can expect highly variable weather and conditions
that range from cool and wet to warm and dry during the peak of
the summer season.

•

Non-Angling Area Activities: Condor viewing,
hiking, mountain biking, horseback riding

The main fishing hub for this region is the small city of
Coyhaique – often referred to as the Bozeman, Montana of South
America. Coyhaique has fantastic infrastructure and serves as a
great base of operations for all types of outdoor-focused travelers.
It also offers easy access to several well-established, full-service
fishing lodges as well as the region’s wide variety of waters. The
rivers, streams and lakes in the Aysen Region offer excellent dry

Closest Major Air Hub: Balmaceda (BBA)

fly opportunities throughout the peak summer months (JanuaryFebruary) as well as great streamer action during the spring and fall.
With such a diverse collection of fishing scenarios and outstanding
overall access, anglers staying at one of the area’s lodge operation
can expect to float large freestone rivers through thick rainforest
terrain, wade tranquil spring creeks, and hunt fat rainbows and
browns on prime stillwater fisheries.

•

Aside from wonderful fishing opportunities, the region offers
outdoor enthusiasts excellent hiking in the Cerro Castillo National
Reserve, boat tours to Lago General Carrera to view the Cavernas de
Marmol, and Chile’s best condor viewing in the nearby Valley of the
Moon. Regardless of skill level, Aysen is the perfect destination for
anglers seeking a well-balanced Patagonian experience that blends
straightforward travel, breathtaking scenery, world-class trout fishing
and the best overall service in Chile.
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MAGIC WATERS LODGE
COYHAIQUE, CHILE

Magic Waters is located in the Asyen region of Chilean Patagonia in a
beautiful mountain valley that is completely surrounded by towering peaks
and ancient glaciers. The lodge’s carefully-selected location is located within
easy striking distance of the best fisheries found in the area, including the
productive rivers of the coastal rainforests as well as the prolific fisheries
found on the arid eastern Patagonian steppe. With a wide variety of public
and private access to area freestone rivers, spring creeks and lakes, Magic
Waters Lodge has one of the best fishing line-ups and selections in all of
Chile. The casual and welcoming main lodge, built from locally-sourced
wood and stone, boasts a spacious great room, fly tying area, wader room
and comfortable accommodations for up to 12 anglers. The fishing season
in this part of Chile starts in early October, ending the first week of May.

RIVER OF DREAMS BASECAMP
PUERTO AISÉN, CHILE

For years, stories of the remote, hard-to-access and untouched Rio Blanco
fishery filtered through circles of local guides and anglers from Coyhaique.
Finally, after researching and dreaming about the mythical Blanco River, the
owners of Magic Waters Lodge put in the time and hard work necessary to
explore and gain access to this amazing and untouched system. Today, the
River of Dreams Basecamp is an incredible outpost operation that has been
set up on the banks of one of the wildest, most unexplored rivers in all of
Patagonia. The basecamp operation sits at the confluence of the Rio Blanco
and an unnamed spring creek, and anglers now have exclusive access to
over 30 miles of river as well as the productive area spring creek. This is
a trip for the adventurous angler that wants to explore new waters and
chase big, wild brown trout far from other anglers and lodge operations.
Designed for up to six anglers and constructed with minimal impact to
the surrounding environment, the camp consists of three comfortable
wood-framed, expedition-style tent-cabins, a kitchen and dining tent, and
two fully equipped shared bathhouses. With private overland access to the
valley by horseback and no possibility of accessing the area from downriver
by jetboat, Magic Waters guests enjoy exclusive access to the entire fishery.

ESTANICA DE LOS RIOS
CISNES RIVER VALLEY, CHILE

Estancia de Los Rios is located north of Coyhaique, tucked away on a
massive 360,000 acre working ranch in the heart of central Chilean
Patagonia and surrounded by vast, uninhabited valleys and the rugged
peaks of the Andes mountains. With access to more than 60 miles of rivers,
spring creeks and numerous lakes that are all located within the boundaries
of this private ranch, Estancia de los Rios offers world-class dry fly fishing
for wild brown trout in a setting that is both private and isolated. With so
much exclusive water available, guests can count on fishing well-rested
water without ever fishing the same water twice, or seeing another soul.
The lodge features six, double occupancy rooms, comfortable social areas,
a grand dining room, and plenty of space for equipment and fly tying. This
is a true Chilean experience: a program that offers comfortable estancia
accommodations, excellent meals and welcoming Chilean hospitality. We
consider this a must-fish destination for dry fly enthusiasts seeking total
solitude in the vast and beautiful Patagonian wilderness.
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ESTANCIA DEL ZORRO
COYHAIQUE, CHILE

Located 23 miles from Coyhaique on the Chilean-Argentine border, Estancia del Zorro is
a remote fishing operation in the heart of the Coyhaique-Alto Mountains. This 15,000acre estancia—owned by Cinco Rios Lodge—offers guests the chance to fish and explore
isolated, intimate and incredibly productive waters in both Chile and Argentina. With
exclusive access to two rivers and a 15-mile spring creek located on the property, as well
as the ability to fish other area rivers, spring creeks and lakes, Estancia del Zorro offers
world-class fishing for wild brown trout coupled with unparalleled seclusion. Anglers
typically alternate fishing locations during the course of the week, fishing one day in Chile
and the next crossing the border to fish in Argentina. The Estancia is a full service, private
lodge and working estancia operation that accommodates up to 12 guests per week.
Peaceful and secluded, this area is also a birdwatcher’s paradise, and the condor watching
on the high cliffs of the Estancia may be the best in the world.

CINCO RIOS LODGE
COYHAIQUE, CHILE

Situated on a high bluff overlooking the Rio Simpson near the historic Chilean city
of Coyhaique, Cinco Rios Lodge offers one of the best locations and most established
fishing programs in all of South America. It is truly one of Yellow Dog’s all-time
favorite trout lodges. Cinco Rios guests have access to many of the region’s most
famous waters, including the Simpson, La Paloma, Mañihuales, Aysen, Megote,
Guillermo and De Leon, as well as a number of private rivers and streams that are
exclusively owned or leased by Cinco Rios. The accommodations and amenities at
the lodge - spacious guest rooms, a huge dining room and common area, open
bar, a full tackle shop and large decks that overlook the Simpson canyon – are
outstanding and have been fully renovated as of 2018. Anglers are transported
daily by four-wheel-drive trucks to rivers and streams on drives that range from 30
minutes to slightly more than an hour, and over the course of a standard week-long
package, lodge guests can typically expect to do two jet-boat fishing days on the
Paloma and Azul, two raft-float days on the Simpson or Mañihuales, and two wading
days on small freestone streams. Guests can also add on more days of fishing with
Cinco Rios’ sister programs: Estancia del Zorro and The Game Changer. Expect
seasoned, experienced guides, first-rate equipment, high-end accommodations and
some of the best food and wine in all of Chile.

THE “GAME CHANGER”
COYHAIQUE, CHILE

A totally unique new offering from our friends at Cinco Rios and Estancia del
Zorro that is arguably the coolest way ever to fish the wilds of Patagonia! The fully
customized “Game Changer” is a large-scale, all-terrain, off-road 4x4 land vessel
designed to comfortably transport and support two anglers, a professional cook, a
fishing guide and a guide’s assistant deep into the wilderness in search of unnamed
and potentially unfished Chilean waters. If you’re someone who appreciates
longer fishing days, less travel time to the water, the ability to fish evening hatches,
and base camp locations that are completely off the grid, this is an option that
allows you to truly take things to the next level. This “Mad Max-like” machine was
purchased from the Chilean government and completely retrofitted to comfortably
accommodate two anglers in total luxury. All trip itineraries – fully customized and
depending on the time of year – can include early season salmon fishing, midsummer spring creek fishing or giant brown trout in the fall.
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SELECTING THE RIGHT
FLY FISHING SET-UP
FOR ARGENTINA & CHILE

1
TROUT – ALL AROUND OUTFIT

2
TROUT – STREAMER OUTFIT

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Rod: A 5 or 6 weight rod that can place small
flies both accurately and delicately, manage
dry-dropper rigs with ease, and have enough
backbone to deliver small streamers.

Rod: A 6 or 7 weight, powerful and
fast enough to throw medium to large
streamers on a heavier, sink tip line.

Featured Outfit: Thomas & Thomas Zone
905-4 Rod, Hatch Fanatic 4+ Gen 2 Reel,
Scientific Anglers Amplitude Smooth Infinity
WF-5-F Fly Line

Reel: A high-quality reel with a strong drag
that can hold at least 100-150 yards of
20-pound backing.
Fly Line: A high-quality, weight forward,
freshwater floating taper that can be used for
a variety of trout fishing techniques. Match
line weight to compliment rod.
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Featured Outfit: Thomas & Thomas Avantt
906-4 Rod, Hatch Fanatic 5+ Gen 2 Reel,
Scientific Anglers Sonar Sink 25 (200 grain)
Warm Weather Fly Line

Reel: A high-quality reel with a strong drag
that can hold at least 100-150 yards of
20-pound backing.
Fly Line: 200 to 250 grain line with 20- to
25-foot sink tip.

Being prepared with the right gear for the right situation can often times make-or-break a trip when it
comes to destination angling, and ensuring a successful, satisfying, and enjoyable experience is oftentimes tied to doing your research and arriving with the correct equipment. Although personal preference
can always play a significant role in choosing a collective rod, reel and line system (much like choosing
a pair of skis or a golf club), we’ve put together the following suggestions to help you properly gear up
and prepare for the most common fishing situations found throughout Argentina and Chile.

3
GOLDEN DORADO OUTFIT

4
SEA-RUN BROWN TROUT –
SPEY OUTFIT

Featured Outfit: Thomas & Thomas Exocett 9084 Rod, Hatch Fanatic 7+ Gen 2 Reel, Scientific
Anglers Mastery Titan Jungle WF-8-F Fly Line

Featured Outfit: Thomas & Thomas DNA 1208-4
Rod, Hatch Fanatic 9+ Gen 2 Reel, Scientific Anglers
Freightliner Skagit Head/Tip Kit 560 grain and UST
Scandi Short Floating 525 grain with Sonar Leader Kit

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
Rod: A 8 or 9 weight, jungle or saltwater series
rod that can load and shoot line quickly with
larger, heavier flies.

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
Rod: A 7 or 8 weight rod from 12 to 13.5 feet long that
allows you to comfortably cast both Skagit and Scandi
line systems and to mend and control line in windy
conditions.

Reel: A high-quality, saltwater-rated reel that can
hold at least 150 yards of 30-pound backing. Disc
drag is highly recommended.
Fly Line: A warm water or tropical floating line that
matches the weight of your rod. We also prefer
aggressive tapers that can easily turn over larger,
weighted flies. A second fly lines with either a short,
sinking tip or a clear intermediate tip (250-350 grain)
loaded on a spare spool is also recommended.

Reel: A high-quality spey reel that can hold at least
150 yards of 30-pound backing and 100 feet of mono
running line.
Fly Line: Both Skagit and Scandi floating shooting
heads with various sink tips and poly leader systems
designed to fish a variety of conditions.
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SOUTHERN PATAGONIA, CHILE
• Remota Resort

MAGALLANES REGION

Target Species: Rainbow, brown and brook trout,
occasional sea-run brown trout

•Punta Arenas

Season: December-March
Major Fisheries: Rio Penitente, Rio Serrano and
various unnamed small rivers and spring creeks

Non-Angling Area Activities: Hiking, trekking
and glacier tours in Torres del Paine National Park and on
Navarino Island

Lakutaia
Lodge

•

The Magallanes Region is an isolated, rugged and weatherbattered area at the southernmost tip of Chile. It is a remote
and roadless area that is cut off from the rest of the country by
formidable mountains, massive glacial icefields, and a labyrinth
of coastal fjords. The only way to access this area from the rest of
Chile is by air or sea, or via a very long overland drive on a road
than runs through Argentine Patagonia. Historically, the main
attractions to this region have been tours to view the spectacular
granite spires of Torres del Paine National Park or trips to the
small settlement of Puerto Williams – a popular stepping-off
point for cruises to Antarctica.

•

Closest Major Air Hub: Punta Arenas (PUQ)

•

Until recent years, this southernmost area of Patagonia
has largely remained unfished and overlooked as a legitimate
angling destination – especially when compared to other areas of
Chile. With the help of improved infrastructure and new means
of accessing the region’s remote fisheries, we now have several

guides and outfitters that are leading trips and offering access to this
wade fishing paradise. Having invested years of exploration, they’ve
discovered an incredible array of small rivers, remote spring creeks,
and fishable lakes populated with brown, brook and rainbow trout.
In some cases, they’ve also been able to locate isolated and seasonal
runs of sea-run brown trout. The fish in the area are completely
unpressured and almost always willing to eat large dry fly attractors
or streamer patterns. Most fish average 14 to 18-inches, with many
reaching more than 22 inches in size.

•

Whether you’re looking for an adventurous week of fishing
untapped trout waters or wanting to split time between fishing
and exploring the area’s rugged wilderness, planning a visit to the
Magallanes Region might be the trip for you. Due to the extreme
southern latitude, the prime fishing season is short relative to other
areas of Patagonia, and runs from mid-December through early March.
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LAKUTAIA LODGE
NAVARINO ISLAND, CHILE

Operating at the southernmost tip of Chile, Lakutaia Lodge is a
one-of-a-kind, heli-fishing operation located on Navarino Island – a
wild, remote and undeveloped wilderness area in the UNESCO
Cape Horn Biosphere. Utilizing safe and reliable helicopters,
Lakutaia provides anglers with access to some of the most remote
and unreachable lakes and rivers in all of South America, with
abundant wade fishing opportunities for browns, brook trout and
rainbows, as well as the occasional sea-run brown trout. In many
respects, Navarino Island can be considered one of the last of the
great unexplored freshwater trout fisheries on the planet. With
one of the best locations on the island, Lakutaia Lodge is located
on the outskirts of Puerto Williams – the world’s southernmost
town – directly overlooking the Beagle Channel and the rugged
terrain of Argentina’s Tierra del Fuego. The lodge capitalizes on
this beautiful setting, with huge windows that directly face the
channel. The surrounding wilderness literally begins just behind
the lodge, where thick forests stretch toward the jagged Dientes
de Navarino mountain range. The lodge features 24 comfortable,
double occupancy rooms, a full bar and dining room, fly tying
areas, a library and plenty of social areas.

REMOTA RESORT
PUERTO NATALES, CHILE

This is an amazingly unique resort that we highly recommend for
couples and families looking to combine great fishing, high-end
accommodations, gourmet food, and active outdoor excursions in
Chile’s beautiful Torres del Paine area. Remota Resort was designed
by Germán del Sol, the great Chilean architect who had a hand in
several other famous projects throughout South America. From the
outside, the resort complex is simply stunning: an experiment in
modernism that takes root in local and regional architecture. Remota
is built on several levels, long and asymmetrically-shaped, with
huge windows, fire pits and social lounging areas everywhere. All
72 rooms have a direct view of Ultima Esperanza Bay, the nearby
Balmaceda Glacier and the Paine Mountain Range. There’s no TV
in the rooms and no modern distractions, but there is wireless
internet located in the bar and lobby areas. Remota offers a heated
indoor swimming pool, a Finnish sauna, an open-air Jacuzzi, and
massage and spa treatments (available by reservation) in the resort’s
private spa area. The restaurant is four stars, and local produce and
seafood from the nearby bay is paired with Chilean wines from the
resort’s extensive cellar. The rivers fished by the guides of Remota
are pristine, productive and diverse, and most the area fisheries are
accessed by walking and wading. The fish in the area are unpressured
and usually willing to eat, averaging 14 inches and sometimes
reaching over 22 inches in size. This is an area of Patagonia that is
rarely visited and almost never fished; an area that is in many ways
completely “off-the-grid.” The resort is ideally suited for both anglers
and non-anglers, and for groups with mixed interests, where some
may want to participate in general outdoor activities while others
prefer to fly fish.
(888) 777-5060 •
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PATAGONIA BY THE SEASONS:
WHEN TO GO?
There are a lot of variables to consider when planning a fly fishing trip to Patagonia. Among
them the most common – and arguably the most important – question is, “When is the very
BEST time to go?” With a long fishing season that typically extends from early November all
the way through April, there are of course a number of seasonal transformations to be aware
of when planning a trip. From eager, early-season eats and unpressured characteristics of
the early season in November and December, to the abundant hatches brought during the
warm summer months of January to mid-March, all the way through to the fall streamer
season of April, Patagonia offers something for every trout angler. While we realize that the
“best time to go” can be subjective and largely based on specific schedules and windows of
availability, we have nonetheless put together a general summary and reference guide to
help you choose the best time for your visit to Patagonia.

Spring: November-December

The early spring months in Patagonia can be a great time to explore the area’s diverse fisheries
and beautiful landscapes. As air temperatures rise after the South American winter, runoff from the
snowcapped Andes fills the river valleys while the surrounding landscape comes alive with foliage
and colorful spring flowers. Although river levels are typically at their highest during this period, water
clarity on most rivers remains surprisingly good. During this time anglers should plan on being openminded, flexible and willing to adjust to changing river conditions with different fishing techniques.
Any given day in the spring may include such fishing scenarios as twitching large attractor dries, headhunting rising fish with naturals, stripping streamers or dead-drifting nymphs. And while the holiday
season between Thanksgiving and the New Year keeps most North Americans at home, those who do
venture to Patagonia during the months of November and December are commonly rewarded with
little competition, untouched waters and hungry, aggressive fish.

Summer: January-Mid-March

As the peak of the South American summer (think July and August in the Northern Rockies), this
timeframe is considered peak season in both Argentina and Chile: the most popular time to visit
Patagonia. Summer weather in Patagonia can be easily compared to that of the American West,
with very little precipitation and warm, bluebird days. By January, riparian areas and riverbanks are
thickly vegetated and loaded with numerous species of beetles, hoppers, ants, crickets and other
juicy terrestrials – a scenario that obviously makes for outstanding dry fly fishing. By early January,
river levels also begin to drop, creating easy wading and abundant sight fishing opportunities. Fish
have seen a few fly patterns by now in many area fisheries, and as a result, they become a bit more
selective. Presentation, drift and fishing the right patterns all become important. Prime dates during
these summer months fill quickly, and we always advise booking well in advance.

Fall: Mid-March-April

Fall in Patagonia can be stunning, and the late season has become a favorite time to visit the
region for many veteran anglers. As air temperatures start to drop and foliage begins to change, the
landscape becomes painted with a rich palette of vibrant, autumn colors. As cool fall rains shower the
Andes, water temperatures slowly decrease and fish begin to feed aggressively in preparation for the
winter. After a long summer of aggressive feeding, the fish are large, and some of the biggest trout of
the season are caught during this time of year. Although dry fly fishing can still be effective in some
areas, swinging or pulling streamers becomes the most effective way to find the largest fish in most
rivers. By early April, local Argentine vacationers have returned home and international tourist traffic
has dropped considerably. Consequently, fishing pressure drops off and anglers can typically enjoy
great fishing and a backdrop of beautiful fall colors with few others on the water.
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